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Dear Reader
Unfortunately, now more than ever, there are greater threats to both
people and property. While this is not something we should become
alarmed by, it is an issue that we all need to be aware of. The owners of
all types of businesses, including shops and retail outlets, are not immune
from this. In fact, these types of businesses can often be a target and
business-owners need to protect themselves accordingly.
So, take a look around your business. How secure is it? Is the personal
security of you, your staff and customers as protected as it can be? How
vulnerable are property and stock? Once you have assessed potential
security issues, take action!
Security planning does not necessarily have to involve sophisticated or
expensive measures. A simple evaluation of potential risks and practical,
cost-effective strategies could prevent considerable loss.
Follow the tips below to start securing your business premises....

SECURITY TIPS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Restricted Keys are a keying
system that gives you total
control over the keys for your
locks.
This is achieved by fitting a
restricted key barrel to the
lock, with a unique profile that
only the Restricted Keys will
go into, and issuing the
required amount of Restricted
Keys that suit this new keying
system.
When you first set up the
keying system, only the
designated names on your
signature form can ever
purchase more keys. Your
supplier (e.g. Keyhole
Surgery Locksmiths) will keep
a secure record of your
keying codes and signature
form, so in the future if you
need any further Restricted
Keys or locks, the authorised
signatories will be able to
request further numbered
copies of the key, upon
matching verification of the
signature held on your
supplier's records.

1. Key and valuables control. Is there a key register? Are all keys
secured? Do staff have somewhere to store their personal items
securely? Is there restricted access to this area?
2. Doors and windows. Are the external doors and windows
solidly constructed? Are they fitted with deadlocks? Are doors
and windows locked at all times? Are skylights secured?
3. Security lighting. Is security lighting installed throughout and
around the premises? Are all lights operating? Is some lighting
left on inside the business at night? Are entry and exits well lit?
4. Safes. Has a safe been installed? Is it appropriately positioned?
Is it kept locked?
5. Alarm systems / surveillance equipment. Is an intruder alarm
system installed? Is it monitored? Is surveillance equipment
installed?
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